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we're already a few months into the new year, which means it's time to break the routine and make
a change. if youve been looking for something to watch this month, what about a zombie thriller that
feels like a different kind of zombie movie? well, youre in luck. train to busan is one of those movies

that will keep you guessing until the very end, with a narrative that never stops surprising. its a
quiet, emotion-filled thriller that you may find yourself thinking about long after the credits roll. at
the risk of sounding like a horror movie buff, im glad to be wrong about zombies. thankfully, this

sons of anarchy spin-off proves that the genre doesnt have to be about undead people to be
compelling. the blaxploitation and dirty dancing inspired spartacus is a beautiful, bloody,

entertaining piece of filmmaking that also adds some excellent, female-centric stories to its epic. and
theres something for every genre-curious movie-goer out there. watch the trailer below. finally, the
korean zombie movie that we deserve. south korea is home to a wide variety of zombie films. from
the silly to the haunting, from the ridiculous to the essential, zombie outbreak: undead features a

long line of popular directors. im pleased to see director kang je-gyu join the ranks. his zombie film is
a blend of the supernatural and the political, featuring a genetic experiment that has been on a

worldwide rampage. it also features one of south korea's greatest action stars, kim hyeon-seok, in a
solid role. in english, of course. a simple "ripsnorter" will make the perfect idiot when they're

transported to the virtual world of a video game. unfortunately for them, they don't realise that their
game is an mmorpg based on the popular korean zombie movie, train to busan, and they're stuck in

a game with nothing but zombies and players..but they can just "rip" players to death.
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now that the zombie epidemic has passed and the
world has shaken off the sickness, is it too late to

address the social problems that drove the outbreak
in the first place? in the animated prequel seoul

station, zombie godfather george a. romero explores
the interconnectedness of society and nature in the
face of a dark force. the movie, which opens in the
us on september 14, follows a woman named hye-
sun and her friend eun-soo as they make their way

to seoul to find a safer place to stay. the two
experience a range of obstacles, from the deadly
combo of a giant monsoon and a taxi driver to the

death of a close friend of hye-sun's at the hands of a
corrupt, knife-wielding police officer. in the process,

the two are forced to confront the intersecting
problems of society and nature -- especially in light

of the possibility of an even greater threat. this
animated prequel to train to busan imagines seoul's
lockdown at the start of the zombie outbreak. the
movie follows former sex worker hye-sun, who is

searching for her pimp-slash-boyfriend amidst the
chaos. while train to busan luxuriates in the

spectacle of violence and the social conditions that
triggered it, seoul station looks closer at the lives
who are at the margins and most likely to be cast
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aside in a cataclysmic event. in fact, one of the first
zombies is an old homeless man, yet his affliction is

ignored due to his age and social status. zombie
godfather george a. romero spent his career

exploring the different stages of undead chaos: from
infection, to pandemic, to normalization. his last
great film, land of the dead, explored the latter,

depicting society that had tenuously adapted to a
new, dark way of living. carriers, the road, and the
crazies (a remake of a romero movie) are further
entertaining, credible looks at society-destroying

diseases in america. 5ec8ef588b
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